WESTERN EUROPE
WORKING
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD CLUB e.V.
Guideline for the organizations
of Working Dog Inspection
Please read these guidelines very carefully BEFORE
starting to organize an event in the name of WEWASC e.V.
 Who can do a WEWASC Working Dog Inspection (WD)?
 all WEWASC members having his/her own stock at home (sheep or/and
cattle or/and ducks)
 all people working (not training) on stockfarms regularly with the dog
who is going to do the WD Inspection (the WD Inspection has to be on
this farm)
 Why doing a WD Inspection?
 you can advertise your sire on WEWASC Homepage if he had passed
the WD Inspection (http://www.wewasc.com/german/waktivindex.html)
 you can advertise you puppies on WEWASC Homepage if your female
and the sire are fulfilling WEWASC guidelines for breeding (for example
if both parents had passed the WD Inspection, or one is a WTCH and
the other passed the WD Inspection)
(http://www.wewasc.com/german/waktiv-index.html )
 for showing the dogs ability to work stock if you don´t like to show
your dog on trials
 What´s to do on a WEWASC WD Inspection?
 You need to fulfill the requirements (have a look at the sanction form)
of a WEWASC WD Inspection on one day under one judge
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 If you want to organize a WD Inspection, please contact the WD
Coordinator (see WEWASC homepage) first. The WD Coordinator will give you
all forms and information you need to guide you through the organization.
The following forms are available:
 WD sanction form
 WD evaluation form for judges
 list of possible WEWASC WD judges
 Invite one judge for your WD Inspection and make an appointment after
contacting the WD Coordinator.
 WD judges have to fulfill the same conditions like WEWASC Farm trial
judges
 Judges are not allowed to judge relatives or dogs bred by their own
 Judges need to have achieved two WTCHs and have to be WEWASC
members for a minimum of 3 years
 Judges can also be out of other official herding clubs or can be
authorized by the WEWASC board
 Fill out the WD Sanctioning Request carefully and completely and send it
to the WD Coordinator not later than 30 days prior the requested WD
Inspection.
 Pay the fees WEWASC requires not later than 30 days prior the requested
WD Inspection. Don’t forget to add a copy of your payment to your sanction
form.
Fees are: 25€ for the first dog, 20€ for the second dog
Transfer your fees to:
Bank: Volksbank Aschaffenburg
Bank Code: 795 900 00
Account Nr.: 148334
IBAN: DE74795900000000148334
BIC: GENODEF1AB2
Application: WD Inspection, Name of dog, MembershipNr.
 Additional costs:
You have to take care for transportation costs, food and lodging costs for the
judges on your own. If you share the WD Inspection judges with other people
you share the costs as well.
 Send all required documentation of your WD Inspection to the WD
Coordinator postmarked not later than 30 days after your WD Inspection.
 You´ll get a WEWASC WD certificate after fulfilling the WEWASC WD
requirements.
If you have questions or problems with your WD Inspection, don´t hesitate to ask for
help.
Your WEWASC Farm trial committee
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